Terp Talk

**April Contest**

Our winner is:

Geeta Hemani

April’s contest recognizes interpreters who consistently close all their appointments within 24 hours. Closing jobs promptly allows the accounting department enough time to correct any error on your remittance.

**Interpreter Spotlight**

Congratulations Jorge Serna

Cincinnati Children’s Hospital said, “Thank you for all of your help with a complicated situation...in Same Day Surgery.”

**Interpreting Tip of the Week**

How do you best remember information during an appointment? Memory techniques? Mnemonic devices?

Note taking is a great way to keep up your accuracy when you interpret!

As we continue National Stress Awareness Month, take a moment to read this article from BrainLine.

It is important to recognize the sources of stress in your own life and how you cope with stress (in both positive and negative patterns.)

Have you ever worked with or been a “check interpreter”? Janis Palma writes about her experience of changing attitudes, so the “check interpreter” becomes a “team interpreter” with NAJIT. Read more here.

Check out this article for 7 tips on Note Taking for Medical Interpreters.
Upcoming Trainings

Bridging the Gap—May Session

Bridging the Gap is the leading medical interpreter training program in the U.S. today, covering topics from U.S. Health Care to paths for professional development.

A 40 Hour Medical Interpreting Course is required for Spanish, Russian, Mandarin Chinese and Arabic medical interpreters within the first year of activating.

Our May session of BTG will be offered across two weeks.

Please note the deadline to receive the early bird discount is this Wednesday, April 10!

Becoming the Best at Getting Better

Interpreting Conference presented by Cincinnati Children’s Hospital and KITA

Attend various workshops on self-assessment, simultaneous interpreting, notetaking, and boosting memory presented by our very own VP of Quality, Elba Madison!

April 27, 2019 8 am to 5 pm

CEUs offered through CEAP, IMIA, and the Supreme Court of Ohio

Click here for more info and to register
Gail will not be in the office this week. Please feel free to reach out to her on her cellphone!

Thank you to everyone who attended Interpreting for Dysfluent Language Users last Saturday! We would also like to thank Maryann Barth for sharing her knowledge.

Demystifying Legal Interpreting: What Do Those Interpreters Actually Do?
Fearful of court interpreting? Fear no more! This seminar is intended for interpreters looking to develop their courtroom competencies.

Presented by Ben Hall

May 4
Milford Administration Building, 745 Center St., Milford, OH 45150

Click here to learn more!

2019 RID National Conference
July 7-11
Providence, Rhode Island
For more information and registration links, please click here.
Regular registration end May 31st.

This conference’s logo was designed by Yiqiao Wang. Check out more work here.

THAT DEAF GUY
WOW, I’M “TURNING HEADS”!
I GUESS I’M...

...LOOKING GOOD!

BRAP, YOUR HEARING AID HAS FEEDBACK!
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APRIL JOB HIGHLIGHTS

• Construction Sales Representative
Looking to work from home, and have experience in commercial HVAC/Plumbing construction field? We have a great opportunity to analyze and grow established accounts, develop proposals, and create new business as a sales representative.

West Chester Customer:
• Soldering Technician
We are looking for an experienced soldering technician to join the our client’s repairs department. Partial list of responsibilities: disassemble/assemble modules, configure control documentation and solder electronic components.

Cincinnati Customer:
• Licensed Practical Nurse
Are you an LPN with a passion and drive for helping others? Job duties include reviewing chart for patient office visit, intake, and maintaining exam rooms. 1+ year of nursing experience and Ohio license required.

Dayton Customer:
• Medical Assistant
We are hiring a medical assistant whose responsibilities include room prep, patient intake documentation and giving injections. Are you passionate about building relationships with the families you serve and working with an under-served community? This position is for you!